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Q1. (a) Whatis the difference between base and derived class? How data memh~r$ and
member functions of a base class can be accessed by derived class?

(b) How garbage collection does takes place in C++? Illustrate with an example.
(c) Give code for a template and explain its functionality.

. (d) Design a class from which only one object can be created. If more than one
object is created then the program should terminate.

(e) Write ~hort note on persistent objects.
(f) Differentiate between compile time binding and run..:time binding.
(g) Describe the usage of const in C++. .

(h) How are Virtual functions are implemented in C++?
(i) What are chatacteristics of inline functions. List the differences between inline

functions and macros.

What arenarnespaces? What are their advantages?

..........

Q2.
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QJ.

(j)

(2.5 * 10 = 25)

(a) Whatjs ~tmctnred programming? How it is.different fromthe-abject oriented
programming? . (4)

. (b) What is the principle reason of passing arguments by Reference? Explain with a
C++ code.' '. . '. .' (4)

(c) Can a programmer freeO pointers allocated with new? Can be delete pointers
allocated with malloc()? Explain. . . (4.5)

OR .'

(a) Explain the volatile keyword of C++ with a suitable eXa,ri;1ple.
(b) Explain the concept of Dynamic binding with the helpaprQgram.
(c) Explain retun~ing by reference concept by .using a suitable ~xample.
(d) How one can achieve information hiding in C++? Explain.

(2)
(3)
(4.5)
(3)

. (a) Write a program iil C++ to illustrate the concept of meta class. (4)
(b) Write'aprogram to find the sum of two numbers using friend function; when fiTst

mUrtber is the data member of one class and the second is of another class.
. (5)

(c) Write short note on Default arguments and how these are used in function call?
. .. . (3.5)

OR

(a) How do we allocate multidimensional array using new? (3)
(b) Write a program using classes to multiply two complex numbers. Include

multiple constructors as necessary. Also incorporate the concept of returrung
objects. (6.5)

(c) Write dOVvTIthe syntax for defining a member function outside the class
. specification. EO\,v these functions can be made inline?
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Q4. (a) Discuss ']L'lbiguity in multiple inheritance. IIow ambiguity can be resolved in
hlUltipJ;:;inheritance? Illustrate with a propel example. (5)

(b) Discuss the methods to overload an operator in c++. Write C++ programs to
overload unary minus{-) with each methods. (7.5)

OR

(-2-]

(a) Write short note on pure virtual functions. Also discuss the need of pure virtual
functions. " ' (3)

(b) Write short note on composition vIs classification hierarchies. (3)
(c) ,Write a program to convert an int datatype to a class datatype(class should be of

yourchoiee). [Use type conversion from built-in datatype to class datatype.]
, ' , '(6.5)

Q5. (a) What are file modes/open mode bits? What is their significance in C:++ file
handJirig programs? " (4.5)

~

(b) Write a genericc1ass to sort n items in descending order. Values should be
, entered by usirig keyboard. ' (5)

(c) Write short note, on str~ and.its types. (3)

, OR

(a) ExplaiI) try/catch ~cture in C++ and its variant from the exception class.
, ,", , ,,', " (45)

(b) Write a:progiam using ciass to open' a text file and replacing aU the vowel<; in
lower case into upper case and vice-versa leaving other characrer as it is. Also
count the number of vowels.

************
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